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ABSTRACT
Internet of Things (IoT) is an integral part of application domains
such as smart-home and digital healthcare. Various standard public
key cryptography techniques (e.g., key exchange, public key en-
cryption, signature) are available to provide fundamental security
services for IoTs. However, despite their pervasiveness and well-
proven security, they also have been shown to be highly energy
costly for embedded devices. Hence, it is a critical task to improve
the energy efficiency of standard cryptographic services, while
preserving their desirable properties simultaneously.

In this paper, we exploit synergies among various cryptographic
primitives with algorithmic optimizations to substantially reduce
the energy consumption of standard cryptographic techniques on
embedded devices. Our contributions are: (i) We harness special
precomputation techniques, which have not been considered for
some important cryptographic standards to boost the performance
of key exchange, integrated encryption, and hybrid constructions.
(ii) We provide self-certification for these techniques to push their
performance to the edge. (iii) We implemented our techniques and
their counterparts on 8-bit AVR ATmega 2560 and evaluated their
performance. We used microECC library and made the implemen-
tations on NIST-recommended secp192 curve, due to its standard-
ization. Our experiments confirmed significant improvements on
the battery life (up to 7×) while preserving the desirable properties
of standard techniques. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge,
we provide the first open-source framework including such set of
optimizations on low-end devices.

Keywords: Internet of Things; Cryptographic Optimizations; Effi-
cient Implementations; Wireless Network Security.

1 INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) is a heterogeneous system comprised of
interrelated smart-objects and sensors. Due to IoTs’ pervasiveness
and impact on the real-life applications, it is critical to guarantee
their security. Especially, fundamental security services such as
authentication, integrity, and confidentiality are required for any
viable IoT.
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Although various standard cryptographic techniques exist ([2,
3, 19]), the vast majority of them may not fully meet the needs
of IoTs, especially when such systems involve resource-limited
devices. In particular, despite the recent progress on the capabilities
of off-the-shelf embedded systems (e.g, AVR ATmega 2560), the
energy-constraints of such devices still pose a critical limitation.

Below, we first discuss the limitations of some alternatives and
specify the research gap to be addressed. We then present our con-
tribution by summarizing the desirable properties of our schemes.
Problem Statement and Research Gap: Symmetric primitives
are preferred for resource-limited devices due to their computa-
tional efficiency, however, Public Key Cryptography (PKC) is also
an essential tool for IoTs: (i) Energy efficient PKC is necessary for
the management/distribution of symmetric keys in ubiquitous IoT
systems. (ii) Symmetric primitives might not be scalable for large-
distributed systems [18], while PKC can achieve scalability for large
systems. (iii) Symmetric primitives do not offer public verifiability
and non-repudiation, which are highly desirable for some IoT appli-
cations such as payment systems, secure audit logging, and digital
forensics (medical devices). On the other hand, to pervasively de-
ploy PKC in resource-limited IoT systems, the efficiency of PKC
primitives should be substantially improved and optimized.

Many techniques are proposed to improve the efficiency of
PKC [2, 3]. Improved standards include key exchange (HMQV [12]),
integrated encryption (ECIES [14]) and hybrid constructions (Sign-
cryption [19]). To further improve these techniques, lightweight
signatures [9], self-certified key exchange [11], and efficient Ellip-
tic Curve (EC) variants [4, 8] have been introduced. Despite their
merits, there is a research gap that prevents the full utilization of
performance benefits of these techniques for IoT systems:

(i) The integrated schemes and self-certified constructions have
various common operations to be synergized. Yet, these primitives
are considered in isolation. (ii) These common operations have the
potential to receive significant benefits from special algorithmic
optimizations [6], which have not been explored for integrated
and self-certified cryptographic techniques. (iii) A comprehensive
energy consumption analysis of such improved cryptographic tech-
niques on modern embedded devices are currently missing in the lit-
erature. (iv) An open-source framework of energy efficient schemes,
specifically for IoT applications for public use is necessary.
Our Contribution: Towards filling the aforementioned research
gaps, we propose a series of cryptographic optimizations that ex-
ploit synergies and algorithmic techniques to enable high efficiency
and minimum energy consumption for wireless IoT systems.
• Improving Battery life with Low Storage Overhead: One of the

costly operations in standard PKC suites is EC scalar multiplication
(Emul). We observe that it can be significantly accelerated with
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Boyko-Peinado-Venkatesan (BPV) technique [6], whose potential
is not investigated for major cryptographic suites (ECHMQV [12],
ECIES [14] and Signcryption [19]). We provide, to the best of our
knowledge, the first realization of BPV for these suites on embedded
devices. We also present further optimizations that we refer to as
Designated BPV (DBPV). Our improved suites achieve significantly
lower energy consumption with a small constant-storage overhead.
Note that the traditional precomputation techniques incur linear
token storage/re-generation costs (a token per-item), which are not
feasible for memory limited IoT devices. Moreover, it is shown in
[15] that the re-generation of tokens may require more energy and
time than just following the standard protocol.
• Eliminating Certification Overhead: In aforementioned cryp-

tographic suites, the sender creates an ephemeral ECDH key to
be incorporated in encryption and/or signatures. We notice that
by transforming this step into a self-certified ECDH operation, for
instance via Arazi-Qi (AQ) [2], it is possible to seamlessly eliminate
the verification/transmission overhead introduced by certificates.
• Integration of Optimizations to Standard Suites: We identify

that self-certification synergizes well with BPV, providing further
efficiency gain. Our analysis shows significant performance gains
for both fixed key exchange and integrated protocols. With these
improvements: (i) Our proposed scheme AQ-BPV achieves almost
3× faster key exchange than ECDH with ECDSA certificate, where
the transmission cost of the certificate is also eliminated (see Table
2). (ii) Our improved schemes with AQ, BPV and DBPV eliminate
the overhead of certificates and improve execution time by up to 7×
(see Table 3) for integrated schemes such as ECIES and Signcryption.
• Experimental Evaluation and Open-Source Framework: We im-

plemented our techniques and their counterparts on an 8-bit AT-
mega 2560 microcontroller which is widely used in IoT applications
due to its flexibility and low-power consumption [16, 17]. Our ex-
periments confirmed that our schemes achieve approximately 7×
improvement in terms of battery life and computation time (see
Section 4). Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, there is no open-
source library for these cryptographic suites and the improvements
we have adopted to low-end embedded devices. Therefore, we are
putting an effort for the adoption of our optimizations and these
cryptographic suites by making our implementations open-source1.

Limitations: BPV introduces the storage of a 11.25 KB (constant-
size) table, and when DBPV is also utilized, this storage overhead
increases to 18.75KB. However, we show that such storage is fea-
sible even to 8-bit devices like ATmega 2560 microcontroller, and
provides up to 7× time and energy efficiency. Therefore, we be-
lieve it is a useful trade-off. The limitation of AQ protocol (which
provides self-certification) is that a key generation center (KGC)
needs to calculate and distribute the keys to the nodes. While this
approach is certainly feasible to be employed in certain IoT applica-
tions (e.g., smart airport/city systems), it may not be for some other
applications. As self-certification removes all certification overhead,
we believe it is useful to adopt AQ protocol when it is feasible.

Note that our optimizations are not tightly coupled. Therefore,
for the applications that are not suitable for AQ protocol, BPV and
DBPV still provide significant improvements (vice versa). Moreover,
these improvements are achieved by preserving the core operations

1https://github.com/ozgurozmen/OptimizedPKCSuite

of the base schemes, so they retain their security properties as well
as permitting an easy adoption for real-life applications.

2 PRELIMINARIES
We first outline notation in Table 1, and then describe building
blocks used by our proposed schemes as follows:

Table 1: Notation followed to describe schemes.

G Generator group point
q Order of group
d Private Key of CA
D Public Key of CA where D = d × G
xi Fixed Private Key of Node i
Ui Fixed Public Key of Node i
IDi Identification of Node i
m Message
× Elliptic Curve Scalar Multiplication

Elliptic Curve (EC) points are shown in bold.

Arazi-Qi (AQ) Self-Certified Ephemeral Scheme: Arazi-Qi
(AQ) [2] proposed a simple yet efficient self-certified ECDH scheme.
During the offline phase, all participants in the system are given a
self-certified ECDH private/public key pair by a CA. At the online
phase, any two entities with valid self-certified key pair can estab-
lish a symmetric key without requiring the transmission and verifi-
cation of ECDH certificates. In Figure 1, we outline an ephemeral
AQ variant proposed by Hang et. al. in [11], which offers higher
security guarantees.
AQ-Hang.Offline (offline calculations performed by CA)

1: ba
$
←− Zq , Ua ←− ba × G.

2: xa ← [H (IDa ,Ua ) · ba + d] and repeat 1-2 for node B.
3: Node A←− (xa ,Ua ), Node B←− (xb ,Ub ).

AQ-Hang.Online (online calculations)
Node A Node B

pa
$
←− Zq pb

$
←− Zq

Ea ← pa × G Eb ← pb × G
Send (IDa ,Ua ,Ea )
Send (IDb ,Ub ,Eb )

Figure 1: Ephemeral AQ variant by Hang et. al. [11]

Node A: Kab = xa × [H (IDb | |Ub ) × Ub + D] + pa × Eb .
Node B: Kab = xb × [H (IDa | |Ua ) × Ua + D] + pb × Ea .

As xa ×[H (IDb | |Ub )×Ub +D] = xb ×[H (IDa | |Ua )×Ua +D] =
xa · xb ×G is constant for both nodes (which is the fixed key in AQ
[2]), they can store this value and use it in future key exchanges. In
the online phase, there are only two Emul for each node. This also
decreases the bandwidth asUa andUb are transferred only once.

Boyko-Peinado-Venkatesan (BPV)Technique [6]: This tech-
nique reduces the computational cost of a full scalar multiplication
to only a few EC additions with the expense of a small-constant
size table storage.
Γ ←− BPV .Offline(n), n : Number of precomputed pairs.

1: pi
$
←− Zq , Pi ←− pi × G, and store pairs Γ = ⟨(pi , Pi )⟩ni=1

(r ,R) ←− BPV .Online(Γ)
1: Generate a random set S ⊂ [1,n], where |S | = k .
2: r ←

∑
i ∈S pi and R = r × G =

∑
i ∈S Pi .

https://github.com/ozgurozmen/OptimizedPKCSuite


3 PROPOSED TECHNIQUES
Our target suites are key exchanges (ECHMQV [12], AQ [2]), and in-
tegrated protocols (ECIES [14] Signcryption [19]). Our rationale for
selecting these cryptographic suites can be summarized as follows:
(i) Although ECDH with certificates is very common in practice
(SSL/TLS), it is very costly for IoT systems. Therefore, we improve
AQ scheme, a lightweight self-certified key exchange protocol, and
ECHMQV scheme as it was standardized in IEEE P1363 [1]. (ii) In-
tegrated schemes provide both authentication and encryption with
a less cost than considering these two apart. Selected integrated
schemes are also standardized (ECIES - IEEE P1363 [1], Signcryption
- ISO/IEC 29150:2011) and extensively used in practice.
• Seamless Integration of Self-Certification: These cryptographic

techniques require a certificate to be transmitted and verified to
ensure the authenticity of the public key(s). We notice that these
techniques generate an Elgamal encryption key as an (ephemeral)
ECDH key. This key is directly used in ECHMQV and ECIES, and
also incorporated into joint signature/encryption in Signcryption.
We exploit this common step to enable a self-certification by adopt-
ing AQ protocol [2]. This strategy permits us to avoid the transmis-
sion and verification of certificates but requires all nodes to receive
their key set from CA as required by AQ protocol.
• Constant Size Pre-computation: Traditional precomputation

techniques store a set of pairs ⟨ri , ri × G⟩Ni=1 to avoid online scalar
multiplications, which incurs a linear memory overhead. More-
over, once these tokens are depleted, the device must re-generate
them, which is highly costly [15]. Hence, these techniques are not
suitable for battery-limited IoT devices. We observe that BPV (see
Section 2) has been overlooked for various standard cryptographic
suites. We harness BPV to speed-up operations involving a scalar
multiplication with randomness in these cryptographic techniques.
• Enabling BPV for Designated Public Keys: Some of these inte-

grated cryptographic techniques require an online scalar multipli-
cation over a public key in the form of ⟨r , r × U⟩, which cannot be
directly speed-up via BPV. However, we observe that it is possible
to extend BPV to this setting, if the sender can store a table for each
receiver public key ⟨Γi ,Ui ⟩r

′

i=1. In many IoT applications, the num-
ber of receivers that an IoT device reports to is generally limited
(one or at most a few cloud servers). Hence, we propose to apply
BPV to this set of designated public keys, and we refer this strategy
to as Designated BPV (DBPV). Please note that DBPV might not be
applicable if the number of receivers is large for the IoT device.
• Preserving Security Features of Primitives due to Direct Inte-

gration: All the improved proposed schemes perpetuate security
properties of underlying primitives as optimization techniques are
integrated directly, without any modification. Therefore, there is
no need for separate security proofs of the proposed schemes. Thus,
our optimizations can be integrated easily to the existing schemes.
• Improving AQ and ECHMQV Key Exchange:

Scheme I - Ephemeral AQ-BPV: Figure 1 depicts that Ea and Eb
are calculated by EC scalar multiplications. Instead, we leverage
BPV to minimize this overhead. Thus, in the offline phase, precom-
putation steps of BPV are followed by both parties so that in the
online phase Ea and Eb are calculated only with EC additions.

Scheme II - ECHMQV with AQ-BPV: ECHMQV protocol needs a
prior ECDH key exchange, which requires certified public keys [12].

Instead, we make ECHMQV self-certified by adopting Fixed AQ
protocol. Prior to online calculations, nodes A and B follow Fixed
AQ protocol [2]. Thus, private and public key pair of nodes are
xa = [H (IDa ,Ua)·ba+d]whereUa = ba×G and xb = [H (IDb ,Ub)·
bb + d], where Ub = bb × G. Furthermore, ECHMQV also receives
benefits from BPV, especially in deriving ephemeral session keys.
1: Node A: (pa , Pa ) ←− BPV .Online(Γa)

2: Node B: (pb , Pb ) ←− BPV .Online(Γb)

3: Node A and Node B exchange Pa and Pb
4: e1 ← H (Pa | |Ub) and e2 = H (Pb | |Ua)
5: σA ← (pa + e1 · xa ) × (Pb + e2 × H (IDb | |Ub) × Ub + D)
6: σB ← (pb + e2 · xb ) × (Pa + e1 × H (IDa | |Ua) × Ua + D)
7: Kab = H (σA) = H (σB )

Note that the values H (IDb | |Ub) ×Ub +D and (H (IDa | |Ua) ×Ua +
D) can be calculated only once, prior to online communications.
With all these optimizations combined, a total of four EC scalar
multiplications can be reduced to (3 + 2k) Eadd (Eadd denotes EC
additions, k = 8), which offers a significant performance gain.
• Improving Integrated Schemes:

Scheme III - ECIES with AQ-BPV: As in ECHMQV, we first inte-
grate Fixed AQ into ECIES to achieve self-certified fixed ECDH keys.
Therefore, xa = [H (IDa ,Ua) ·ba +d] and xb = [H (IDb ,Ub) ·bb +d],
where Ua = ba × G and Ub = bb × G. Moreover, the sender
uses BPV to eliminate an online EC scalar multiplication. Finally,
H (IDb | |Ub) × Ub is calculated only once at the offline phase.
Sender
1: (pa , Pa ) ← BPV .Online(Γa)

2: Z← pa × [H (IDb | |Ub) × Ub + D], where Z = (x1,y1)
3: ke | |km ←− KDF (S | |S1), where S1 is public (e.g., IDa ) and S = x1
4: c ← Eke (m), d ← MACkm (c | |S2), where S2 is public (e.g., IDb )
5: Send (Pa , c,d) to the receiver

Receiver
1: Z← xb × Pa , where Z = (x1,y1)
2: ke | |km ←− KDF (S | |S1), where S = x1
3: If d = MACkm (c | |S2) thenm ← Dke (c)

ECIES can be further improved with DBPV as follows:
Scheme IV - ECIES with AQ-DBPV: In addition to computing Pa

with BPV (Sender Step 1), we observe that the values for pub-
lic key Z can also be precomputed and stored in a similar way.
That is, our precomputation table also includes values for (pa ,Z =
pa × [H (IDb | |Ub) × Ub + D]). When sender needs to generate S ,
she just uses these precomputed values to obtain Z with only k
Eadd operations. Therefore, we denote these DBPV operations as
(pa , Pa ,Z) ← DBPV .Online(Γa ). Notice that, after these improve-
ments, there is no EC scalar multiplications but only 2k Eadd oper-
ations at the sender side.

Scheme V - Signcryption with AQ-DBPV:Wenotice that Signcryp-
tion is initiated by sender performing an Emul over the public key
of the receiver (a DH key in base Signcryption [19]). This implies
that Signcryption can also benefit from both AQ and DBPV opti-
mizations. That is, we first make Signcryption self-certified, where
the nodes follow fixed AQ protocol prior to online communication
as, xa = [H (IDa ,Ua) ·ba +d] and xb = [H (IDb ,Ub) ·bb +d], where
Ua = ba × G and Ub = bb × G, respectively. Furthermore, as in
ECIES, the sender performs (pa , Pa ,Z) ← DBPV .Online(Γa ).



Table 2: Performance of existing and improved schemes on 8-bit ATmega 2560.

Protocol¶ CPU cycles CPU Time†(s) Code Size (Byte) Bandwidth (Byte) Cert. Overhead
ECDH+ECDSA+Certificate 51 842 165 3.24 34698 72 yes

AQ 33 638 127 2.10 33192 24 no
ECHMQV+Certificate 68 961 784 4.31 35788 72 yes

Our Proposed Improved Schemes with Optimization
AQ-BPV 19 040 364 1.19 45712 24 no

ECHMQV with BPV 55 204 982 3.45 45872 72 yes
ECHMQV with AQ-BPV 36 164 203 2.26 45872 24 no

¶ All protocols are implemented as ephemeral key exchange schemes. All comparisons are made for the online phases of these schemes.
†CPU times are based on the first online phase of the protocols. After the first phase, where the public key should be verified, verification cost (1.19s) is removed, until public keys are renewed.

Table 3: Performance of existing and improved schemes on 8-bit ATmega 2560.

Protocol CPU cycles CPU Time†(s) Code Size (Byte) Bandwidth (Byte) Cert. Overhead
ECIES with ECDSA+Certificate 52 007 520 3.25 34876 96 yes

Signcryption with ECDSA+Certificate 39 680 214 2.48 36418 96 yes
Our Proposed Improved Schemes with Optimization

ECIES with BPV 38 082 365 2.38 48274 96 yes
ECIES with DBPV 24 163 017 1.51 55004 96 yes

Signcryption with DBPV 22 563 256 1.41 49318 96 yes
ECIES with AQ-BPV 19 040 148 1.19 48274 48 no
ECIES with AQ-DBPV 5 122 403 0.32 55004 48 no

Signcryption with AQ-DBPV 3 520 069 0.22 49318 48 no
† CPU times are based on the first online phase of the protocols. After the verification of the certificate, the verification cost (1.19s) is removed, until public keys are renewed.

Sender
1: (pa , Pa ,Z) ← DBPV .Online(Γa ), where Z = (x1,y1)
2: ke | |km ← H (x1)
3: r ← H (km | |m) and s ← pa · (r + xa )

−1 mod q
4: c ← Eke (m), output (c, r , s)

Receiver
1: Z = (s · xb ) × [(H (IDa | |Ua) × Ua + D) + r × G]
2: ke | |km ← H (x1), where Z = (x1,y1)
3: m ← Dke (c), accepted if H (km | |m) = r
• Security of Proposed Schemes: Our security depends on two
well-known primitives, AQ and BPV (considering DBPV is just an
extension of BPV and incorporates its security).

The security of BPV is well-analyzed and relies on the hardness
of Hidden Subset Sum Problem [6]. Moreover, the security of BPV
with an integration to Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem
(ECDLP) based protocols (e.g., ECDSA) has been investigated in [3].
Specifically, the BPV with ECDLP based signatures rely on Affine
Hidden Subset Sum Problem. Given that our adoption of BPV into
ECDLP-based key exchange protocols, integrated scheme, and Sign-
cryption adhere these principles, our techniques preserve these
security guarantees.

Rest is to show that self-certification does not impact the security
of the proposed schemes. As stated by Bernstein in [5], the signature
s = y −H (m | |R) · r mod q in Schnorr is a linear combination of the
permanent private key y and the ephemeral private key r , with
coefficients 1 and H (m | |R), respectively. Therefore, it is possible to
modify these coefficients by any function ofm and R, which yields
several variants of Schnorr signature. Such variants are also called
as “Schnorr-like signatures" as discussed in [5, 10]. Although it is
not discussed in the original AQ paper [2], it is depicted in Figure 1

that the private key assigned to nodes is in this form. Basically, in
AQ scheme, the private keys are Schnorr-like signatures that are
generated by the certification authority in off-line phase and are
verified during the key establishment phase. Hence, the security of
AQ scheme relies on the security of Schnorr-like signatures, which
is well-analyzed.

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Experimental Setup and Evaluation Metrics:We implemented
our schemes and their counterparts on an 8-bit ATmega 2560 mi-
crocontroller. ATmega 2560 is a very lightweight device and used
commonly in practice for IoT applications, especially in medical de-
vices [16, 17], where there are critical time and energy constraints.
AVR ATmega 2560 is an 8-bit microcontroller with 256 KB flash
memory, 8KB SRAM and 4 KB EEPROM and its maximum clock
frequency is 16MHz. During our experiments, ATmega 2560 was
powered by a 2200 mAh power pack. This enabled us to use a DC
power monitor/ammeter connected between the battery and pro-
cessor to monitor the current drawn. Moreover, the experimental
current results are compared with the datasheet of the processor2.
All of the schemes are implemented using microECC library [13].

We selected our elliptic curve as the NIST-recommended secp192
[7] (security parameter κ = 96). Although there are more efficient
curves such as Curve25519 [4] and FourQ [8], NIST curves are the
most common ones which are deployed in practice due to their
standardization. Moreover, Curve25519 and FourQ offer very fast
elliptic curve additions, therefore, we believe, our improvements
would be evenmore effective in these curves. However, in this paper

2http://www.atmel.com/Images/Atmel-2549-8-bit-AVR-Microcontroller-ATmega640-
1280-1281-2560-2561_datasheet.pdf
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Figure 2: Energy comparison with IoT sensor (pressure) on 8-bit ATmega 2560

we are following the conservative approachwhich is not in our favor
and use the NIST recommended curves to show our techniques can
achieve these numbers even in the slower but standardized curves.

Our evaluation metrics include computation, code size (for AT-
mega 2560), communication, memory overhead, and energy con-
sumption. We measured the energy consumption with the formula
E = V · I · t , where V = 5 Volts (required by ATmega2560), and t is
the computation time (based on clock cycles) as in [3].

In our long-term experiments (to monitor the energy consump-
tion), we focused on the dominative costs for all schemes. Therefore,
we did not take the effect of certificate verification into considera-
tion, as this will happen in the first online communication and may
not be repeated until the receiver renews its public key. However,
even if this cost was also considered, our advantages in terms of
energy efficiency would increase.

Performance Evaluation and Comparison: Analytical com-
parison can be found in Appendix A. We give the experimental
evaluation and comparison for key exchange and integrated pro-
tocols in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. Our experiments confirmed
significant improvements in terms of both CPU time and energy
consumption. Moreover, besides saving more energy as compared
to ECDH with certificates, they are more communication efficient,
by reducing 48 Byte communication overhead. Our optimizations
offer even better improvements for integrated protocols. ECIES and
Signcryption with AQ-DBPV improve their base schemes for CPU
time and energy efficiency by 6.44× and 5.86×, respectively.

In Figure 2, we examined how much energy is required for cryp-
tographic operations as compared to a BMP183 Pressure/Altitude
Sensor3 on ATmega 2560. To calculate the energy consumption of
BMP183, we checked the datasheet and observed that the current
drawn by the sensor is 5µA and it operates at 2.5V. The sampling
rate for this sensor is selected as 30 minutes, and the energy con-
sumed by the sensor is calculated with the formula E = V · I · t .
Additionally, ATmega 2560 consumes energy to read the data and
also during the wait time. These energy consumptions are also
taken into consideration. Results in Figure 2 show that the crypto-
graphic operations consume up to 73.6% of the battery. With our
optimizations, this overhead is decreased to 51.36% and 16.38% for
key exchange and integrated schemes, respectively.

3https://cdn-shop.adafruit.com/datasheets/1900_BMP183.pdf

Furthermore, we analyzed the time that ATmega 2560 can op-
erate without a battery replacement/charge when both IoT sensor
and cryptographic operations are used, and the sampling rate is
30 minutes. This analysis showed how much our optimizations on
cryptographic operations affect the overall energy consumption
of the IoT application. We used the data presented in Figure 2 to
analyze battery replacement time. If ECDH with ECDSA certificate
or ECHMQV with ECDSA certificate were used, the battery would
be drained in 50 days, this is increased to 92 days with AQ-BPV.
Moreover, Signcryption with certificates and ECIES with certifi-
cates drain the battery in 88 and 67 days respectively. With our
improved schemes, these numbers increase to 158, 148 days.

5 CONCLUSION
Standard cryptographic suites offer high-security guarantees, but
their high energy consumption poses an obstacle towards their
broad adoption for battery-limited devices, which are an integral
part of IoT applications (e.g., smart-home, healthcare). In this paper,
we develop a series of algorithmic improvements and optimizations
that can be applied to a vast range of cryptographic techniques
with only a minimal modification. It is central to our techniques
to enable self-certification and small-constant size precomputation
capabilities for prominent key exchange, integrated encryption,
and hybrid cryptographic constructions. We fully implemented
our techniques and provided a comprehensive experimental eval-
uation of modern embedded systems to assess their practicality
for real-life applications. Our experimental analysis confirmed up
to 7× battery life improvements over the standard cryptographic
techniques by introducing only a small-constant storage overhead.
Our improvements adhere the core design properties of their base
cryptographic standards, and can also be potentially adopted to
other similar cryptographic techniques.
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APPENDIX
A ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS
Analytical comparison of our techniques with their state-of-the-art
counterparts are depicted in Table 4. One may notice that the im-
provements enabled by our two-stage optimizations are: (i) BPV
permitted us to reduce the cost of Emul operations to k Eadd (where
k = 8 as in [3]), which offers significant performance gains. DBPV
further amplified this gain by requiring slightly more storage (only
possible with a small receiver set). (ii) The integration of certi-
fied ECDH via AQ enabled us to eliminate the transmission and
verification of certificates for the initial key exchange operations.

We exemplified the impacts of these improvements over Fixed
ECHMQV and ECIES schemes. Fixed ECHMQV required 7Emul per-
formed by each node. Integrating AQ to ECHMQV, we eliminated
the transmission of the certificate along with 2Emul computation
required for its verification. With the help of BPV, another 2Emul
were reduced to 2k Eadd . Hence, our improved fixed ECHMQV
with AQ-BPV scheme only requires three full 3Emul along with
Eadd operations. Similarly, ECIES takes the advantage of AQ by
eliminating 2Emul . We also integrated BPV and DBPV to ECIES,
where each of them reduces the cost of one Emul to k Eadd on the
sender side. Therefore, no full Emul is needed in the online phase
of the sender. Moreover, the cost of Signcryption is also minimized
at the sender side, where there is no Emul but only a few Eadd .

Table 4: Analytical performance analysis of our schemes with their counterparts.

Protocol
Sender Receiver

Private
Key†

Public
Key† Tag Size Key exchange¶ Enc.+Sign /

Enc.+MAC
Key exchange¶ Dec.+Sign /

Dec.+MAC
ECDSA+ECDH+Cert |q | |q | 2 |q | 4Emul + 2H + Eadd + 3Mulq - 4Emul + 2H + Eadd + 3Mulq -

AQ 2 |q | 2 |q | - 2Emul + Eadd - 2Emul + Eadd -
Fixed ECHMQV+Cert |q | |q | 2 |q | 7Emul + 5H + 2Eadd + 4Mulq - 7Emul + 5H + 2Eadd + 4Mulq -

ECHMQV+Cert 2 |q | 2 |q | 2 |q | 3Emul + 3H + Eadd +Mulq - 3Emul + 3H + Eadd +Mulq -
ECIES with ECDSA+Cert |q | |q | |H | - 2Emul + 6H - Emul + 6H

Signcryption
with ECDSA+Cert

|q | |q | |q | + |H | - Emul + 2H - 2Emul + 2H
+Eadd

Our Proposed Improved Schemes with Optimization
AQ-BPV Γ + 2 |q | Γ + 2 |q | - Emul + (1 + k )Eadd - Emul + (1 + k )Eadd -

Fixed ECHMQV
with AQ-BPV Γ + 2 |q | Γ + 2 |q | - 3Emul + 3H +

(3 + 2k )Eadd +mulq
- 3Emul + 3H +

(3 + 2k )Eadd +mulq
-

ECHMQV with AQ-BPV Γ + 2 |q | Γ + 2 |q | - 2Emul + 3H +
(2 + k )Eadd +mulq

- 2Emul + 3H +
(2 + k )Eadd +mulq

-

ECIES with AQ-BPV Γ + |q | Γ + |q | |H | - Emul + 6H + kEadd - Emul + 6H

ECIES with AQ-DBPV (r ′ + 1)Γ
+ |q |

(r ′ + 1)Γ
+ |q |

|H | - 2kEadd + 6H - Emul + 6H
Signcryption with

AQ-DBPV r ′Γ + |q |r ′Γ + |q | |q | + |H | - kEadd + 2H - 2Emul + 2H
+Eadd

¶ In designed variant of integrated protocols (i.e., ECIES, Signcryption), the sender knows receiver’s public key and ID beforehand. Emul and Eadd denote the costs of EC scalar multiplication over modulus q
and EC addition over modulus q , respectively. H and Mulq denote a cryptographic hash and a modular multiplication over modulus q , respectively. k is the BPV parameter that shows how many precomputed
pairs are selected in the online phase. Suggested value for k = 8 [3]. r ′ is the constant number of public keys (servers) that the node will communicate.
† Γ = n · |q | where n is the number of precomputed pairs. Parameter sizes for n, q and H are: n = 160, |q | = 192 bit, |H | = 256 bit
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